tional boundaries: courses in comparative or world environmental histo help him recreate a history of fluctuations in buffalo populations in his discussion of the relationship between these fluctuations and Native American hunting practices on the Great Plains in "Bison Ecology and Bison Diplomacy: The Southern Plains from 1800 to 1850," in which he argues that bison populations were destined to decline precipitously, partly because of Native American hunting, even if whites had not intervened. In another example, Stephen Pyne uses information about long-term fire cycles to strengthen his analysis of "fire cultures" in various parts of the world in World Fire: The Culture of Fire on Earth.8
The second category of environmental history, which is more the province of historians, focuses on the various ways people have tried to transform nature into a system that works for them, that provides sources or produces sources for their subsistence and consumption. This kind looks at how livelihoods are entangled in nature, how economic, social, political, and ecological relationships are woven together, and what this has meant, in terms of environmental change. Examples of this kind of history are Donald Worster's Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West; John Opie's Ogallala: Water for a Dry Land; or studies by Jack Kirby of the James River-Ablemarle Sound region below the Chesapeake or my own on the Georgia lowcountry.9 Cronon's Changes in the Land also fits into this category. These studies have looked not just at the environment, but how modes of production have been developed by different groups of humans, how these have changed the environment or have had an essential connection to the local environment, but also how different groups of humans have gained or lost power as modes of production have changed. This kind of history takes the physical environment seriously-and is a kind of historical materialism-that assumes that encounters with the material world are defining encounters for human society.
The third category of environmental history takes as its subject the more intangible, ideological, or mental, or perceptual, or cultural encounters with nature: myths, iconographic representations, particular institutions, bodies of laws, and the likes, that have been an important component or expression of a group's interaction with nature. The study of ideas of nature belong to this group, though many of the more recent studies have seen idea-formation and cultural construction as a much more complex-and much more powerful-process than earlier historians of environmental ideas assumed. Some studies that have analyzed the cultural history of nature in the postmodern era, for example, have European terms-points on a landscape was a significant stage in the process of colonization. Carter argues that when European explorers named-or more properly, renamed-the lands they "discovered," they completed the first stage of domination. These and other works have analyzed how mental or cultural constructions of nature both express and reinforce the relationship of a group or society to nature.1 However useful the above categories are for measuring the field, they do not define it. Most practicing environmental historians-like all historians--define their field of inquiry in dialogue with other historians, but also in dialogue with the data that is available to them and with the subjects they are studying. Some of the best work has integrated, or even ignored, the above categories. Arthur McEvoy's The Fisherman's Problem: Ecology and Law in the California Fisheries, 1850-1980 is a good example of a study that combines a discussion of environmental change (in the California fisheries), changes in modes of production (industrialization of the fisheries), and an ideology of nature, as embodied in a changing body of law defining and regulating the fisheries. Theodore Steinberg's Nature Incorporated: Industrialization and the Waters of New England, a study of textile industrialization, changes in the law, and environmental change on New England rivers in the early nineteenth century is another example of a work that reflects all three types of environmental history. Several major studies defy categorization: Tho- Since the mid-1990s the field has continued to develop in often imaginative directions. Several issues and themes have taken center stage: 1) What is nature? As Raymond Williams pointed out some time ago, "nature" is the "most complex word" in the English language ("culture," he explains, is nearly as complex in meaning).13 Environmental historians are finding Williams' observation to be accurate to the point that it threatens to undermine the practice of environmental history itself. In the past, environmental historians had some confidence that they could go to scientists, especially to ecologists, to find a usable model of nature that they could then integrate into their scholarly work.14 Ecology also has not escaped history (and increasing complexity), however, and no longer gives the sure answers that environmental historians could depend upon a mere fifteen years ago.
In the 1970s, a new generation of ecologists discovered much more disorder, disequilibrium, and "disturbance" in nature than ecologists had previously imagined. They began to argue that nature is not the relatively stable complex of either organisms or processes that ecologists had earlier in the century said it was. Nature, some have argued, is little more than a fluctuating array of populations of individuals with no inherent ties that bind. The central certainty, these ecologists say, is that things change, and change erratically and unpredictably."5 Donald Worster has written most perceptively about the consequences of this development: he observes that environmental historians no longer have a yardstick against which they can measure change. If nature is nothing but a shimmer of populations in space and time, then any effort to explain "nature" and compare human impact against it-other than the most obvious environmental disasters, the dust bowls, toxic waste deserts, and strip mines-becomes only a guessing game. Although one could argue that Worster exaggerates the decline of ecosystem ecology as a useful guide for environmental historians, he is accurate in his assessment of where the discipline of ecology now stands. The splendid con-sensus is gone that existed from the late 1950s through the 1970s, when ecologists could speak confidently for the environmental movementthey can no longer provide the sure model of nature against which historians can measure human impact. Historians need not, however, despair; some ecological studies can still help them explain past environmental processes. Indeed, though environmental historians have become increasingly critical of scientific versions of nature and perhaps science itself, they continue to depend on scientific studies that they find clarify their thinking. Those who claim total rejection are perhaps speaking out of both sides of their mouths.16
The search for a usable model of nature has come under criticism from the argument that looking for models of nature apart from culture does not make sense anymore. This has forced historians to rethink their approach to the nature-culture interaction completely. This line of thinking falls into several categories:
a) The culture/nature distinction can be found only in modern Western Europe and America. This argument says that the nature/ culture divide makes sense only when talking about modem industrialized nations and that most of the people in most of the world in most of the past have not made such a distinction.17 b) In modern industrialized nations, culture permeates natureand in the recent past, in a physical sense as well. Bill McKibben, in The End of Nature, for example, argues that the notion of nature as independent "will not survive the new global pollution-the carbon dioxide and CFC's (and so on).... By changing the weather, we make every spot on earth manmade and artificial." McKibben's book reflects the thinking of some prominent leaders in the environmental movement, but some find his argument wrong-headed. If ecologists can tell us anything, it is that nature has never been as "out there," separate from us, as we believed it was, that it has always changed, with or without human influence-and that if it really matters that we have influenced nature, then it matters mainly to us.'" c) Others go even farther, arguing that nature and culture are not. in the first place, independent of one another. This argument contends that the distinction between nature and culture is not something that disappeared because of the activities of humans, but that it was never there in the first place. Apes, dolphins, house pets, and other animals use language, have social behavior, have an emotional life, sometimes use tools-we are not as separate as we would believe. The distinction between the artificial and the natural thus has been and will continue to be a false one. "Organic" sense perception, for example, is "thoroughly enmeshed with sonography systems, magnetic resonance imaging, artifi-cial intelligence-linked graphic manipulation systems, scanning electron microscopes" ... and so on, according to Donna Haraway, who has been most prominent in making this argument. In a series of essays and books in which she develops this argument, she says that the distinction between nature and culture, even in the modem age, is a false one: "[Even] our best machines are made of sunshine ... nothing but signals, electromagnetic waves, a section of spectrum." Whatever the fate of this argument, blurring the distinction between the "organic" and the "mechanical" might be meaningful, as Richard White has demonstrated in his recent study of the history of the flow of "energy" (both organic and machine-made) on the major river of the Pacific West, the Columbia.19 d) Other scholars argue that when we talk about nature, our understanding is constrained by the rhetorical constructions we use. Language is not a transparent referent to the real thing, but has implication and content of which we must always be aware. This argument has sometimes verged toward a brand of philosophical idealism, the claim that nature is only discourse. Critics of this argument say that those who uphold it ought to run themselves head first into the proverbial tree and see if it's real or if it's a text. A more balanced version of this argument is not idealist, but quite the contrary states that any version of nature we assemble must be regarded with continuing skepticism because of the limitations of the language we use and because the rest of the world, being real, resists human attempts to project definition upon it. The target here is metaphysics and encompassing social theory that claims to clarify fundamentally the meaning of human nature and "natural" nature, and the relations between them both.20
All of these possible distinctions between nature and culture strike the same chord: that scholars cannot now, as they did so easily in the past, assume a clear demarcation between the natural and the artificial.
2) What is "wilderness" and the "wild?" Scholars have recently begun to question traditional definitions of the term "wilderness." Essential to a belief in "wilderness" as unsullied nature has been the belief that "nature" in North America was once pristine: after Europeans and Americans ruined it, islands of wilderness came to be seen as the last preserves of nature undamaged by human manipulation and exploitation. This Edenic myth continues to have remarkable power in the United States. However, research on the pre-Columbian American physical environment has shown evidence of sometimes extensive human manipulation of nature and thereby qualified the belief in "pristine nature" beyond recovery. Environmentalists argue that only in relatively undamaged wilderness areas can we find preserves of biodiversity that retain any of original richness. They take issue with environmental historians-in their "windowless, climate-controlled conference rooms," one Earth First! critic says-who focus on "wilderness" as an ideological construct without considering the biological component of wilderness. Altogether, this is a discussion that has profound cultural implications in the United States and that may also affect the status of relatively undisturbed natural areas that have survived because they have been designated as "wilderness."
Environmental historians have studied the strong ideological content of the term "wilderness" and how it has exerted great significance in American history. They have identified "wilderness" largely as a political construct, indeed as one of America's defining national myths. Roderick Nash first began writing about this myth over two decades ago. Environmental historians now argue that as "wilderness" became defined in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries it was a form of colonialism. "Wilderness" lacking any human occupation, they say, rarely existed. When Americans talked about wilderness, they were talking about a nature from which humans-specifically, Native Americans-had been subtracted, because new populations removed or eliminated them. The romantic haze that colored.Nash's discussion of wilderness in Wilderness and the American Mind has now been dispelled by a discussion that connects the development of "wilderness" with an exploitative and dominating American colonialism.21
3) Environmental history, social meaning, and social justice. Another constellation of issues that has come to the foreground in the recent discussions of environmental historians can be encapsulated in the riddle: Why have we had no African American foresters? Recently, some environmental historians have noticed that the field has paid scant attention in the past to the connection between race, gender, class, ethnicity, and the history of the environment. They argue that this imbalance of attention should be corrected. They urge historians to look at the history of the environment in urban centers, especially, where environmental change-or definitions of the environment-were often played out in terms of social justice and community values. Some historians (and sociologists) have recently looked at the correlation between ethnicity, race, and access to resources or the spatial location of environmental problems. Others have studied how nature becomes "gendered" in certain ways, and what that has meant in terms, again, of access to resources or the valuing or devaluing of certain parts of nature. Any definition of "nature" and the environment, these historians argue, must be considered in terms of substantial categories of social meaning in American society.22 4) Green history and green politics. Environmental historians have continued to reflect on the relationship between the history they do and the politics they own up to. How green is green history? How green should it be? Is green good? Environmental history has always been informed by a moral and political agenda that has been connected with the environmental movement; this was especially the case twenty years ago. As Alfred Crosby has quipped, the "guiding principles" of environmental historians have not been "those of the boosters, Adam Smith and Karl Marx, but those of the worriers, Thomas Malthus and George Perkins Marsh. "23 This moral and political impulse is still present in the work of environmental historians, but not so prominently. And indeed, many historians who have studied the interaction of nature and culture, who have applied the usual standards of historical inquiry, have come up with conclusions that are not palatable to environmentalists. We have already discussed examples of this-the points that "wilderness" is an ideological concept. Other such arguments are that Native Americans were not the first ecologists; that conservationists were motivated in part by political opportunism; that agriculturists in early America who skimmed the soil with damaging agricultural practices were nonetheless more sensitiveand perceptive-toward and of nature than most late twentieth-century Americans; and that a reverence of nature, of the sort that many late twentieth-century environmentalists advocate, is linked inextricably with a culture and an economy that manipulate and control nature. One important recent book argues that the first ideas on conservation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did not come from German universities or the American conservation movement, but from English, French, and Dutch imperialists and native collaborators in Africa, India, and especially on the island colonies of the Caribbean, who earlier worried about disappearing resources, climate change, and soil erosion, and began talking about, and sometimes practicing, conservation and even preservation policies. Environmental history continues to have a politics, and environmental historians continue, along with Marsh and Malthus, to worry. But historians are examining this politics more closely than they once did, and are finding that the naive greenness that was so powerful twenty years ago concealed as much as it claimed.24 5) Regionalism/bioregionalism. Some environmental historians have returned to regionalism as a way to organize their study of the interaction between culture and nature. That regions have always existed in American culture makes this approach attractive, though approaches to the past that have emphasized national forces rather than regional ones have tended to dominate American historiography in the last twenty years. Some environmental historians are arguing that we need to understand the intricate and complex relationship between humans and nature on the local level if we are to understand it at all. This means focusing on the region as a unit of study-and especially, they say, on the bioregion. Dan Flores has been prominent in making the argument that "the particularism of distinctive places fashioned by human culture's peculiar and fascinating interpenetration with all the vagaries of topography, climate, and evolving ecology that define landscapes-and the continuing existence of such places despite the homogenizing forces of the modem world-ought to cause environmental historians to realize that one of their most crucial tasks is to write well what might be called bioregional histories." Scholars such as Flores take for granted that attention to the environment is necessary and important if we are to understand the past-and if we are to create a usable past for an environmental future. But for the time being, they say, environmental historians should focus on getting it right about specific places without too much in the way of lofty purpose.25 6) Global history, global discussions. At the same time that some historians are calling for a closer attention to regions and local landscapes, environmental historians in the United States have also become more aware of the importance of taking on subjects-or at least, asking questions-that have a global, cross-cultural dimension. The incentives in the historical profession to maintain a narrow focus and to remain deeply specialized are very strong. Cross-cultural history presents scholars with several difficult methodological and theoretical challenges, but also with the challenge of parsing out differences in nuance of meaning and angle of approach between academic cultures. Crossing boundaries, like crossing disciplines, can diminish mastery of any specialty that is not by definition cross-cultural. Attempting it can make a young scholar less competitive because of the manner in which institutions and professional life (and careers) are structured in the United States, and that makes them reluctant to undertake comparative studies. However, though American historians know that some specialization is necessary if they are to do history well, they also increasingly recognize that if they never risk crossing boundaries, they will all end up doing studies that are only local or regional in focus, that do not connect to other studies and have no appeal or meaning outside the locale. For this reason, in some graduate programs, cross-cultural scholarship is strongly encouraged, even required, and some press editors seek studies with such broader significance.26
Environmental historians in the 1990s therefore feel compelled to head in apparently contradictory directions. On the one hand, they recognize the need to do deep research on the intimate and intricate interactions between humans and nature in specific places. On the other hand, they know that they must increasingly couch this research in terms that make sense across cultural boundaries and that will put them in touch with a larger, transnational community of scholars. Environmental historians must also work these contradictions out in the classroom. From all this has come a growing emphasis on comparative environmental history and on the consequences of larger environmental problems in particular locales.
Whatever the questions and orientation of study, historians who study and teach the history of the role and place of nature in human life are working in a dynamic, rapidly changing field that also continues to be connected to public concerns. The field has grown primarily because it is "useful." These questions and issues press upon environmental historians with urgency not just because they emerge out of, or impinge only upon, strategies of scholarship and careers, but because they are connected to concerns about our relationship to the physical world that sustains us all. 16. Though Odum's Fundamentals of Ecology and its complex discussion of ecosystem ecology is no longer the central authority (it was almost biblical in its authority for about twenty years after its first publication in 1953) in the training of ecologists, the concentration of Odum and disciples on energy exchanges, independent of any assertions of "equilibrium," continues to be a vital part of the study of nature by ecologists. And though ecologists are now seeing many more perturbations in nature and much less stability, the assumption by "disturbance" ecologists that there is a "long-range disturbance regime" or even a "chaos" that, paradoxically, can be identified, even if only in terms of populations and the processes they are subjected to, indicates that ecologists have not given up hope of discovering patterns of order in nature. The strong interest among conservation ecologists, landscape ecologists, and agroecologists in learning how to achieve a modicum of "sustainability"-and that approaching this goal is even possible-also presupposes a very high level of order in nature. More recently, leading ecologists have acknowledged that different problems require different kinds of inquiry, and have called for the development of a "pluralistic ecology" that will ravel back together the various strands of the science. Some environmental historians continue to have a strong commitment to scientific models of nature and accord them considerable privilege: See, for example, John Opie, Ogallala: Water for a Dry Land.
For discussions of pluralism and attempts to create a whole that will accommodate the many, see, for example: Eugene P. 
